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Michael Parkes

The only problem with that description is that most 

of my paintings are relatively small. And if they are 

windows to other realms, wouldn’t it be wonderful 

if they were the actual size of a large window or 

doorway, making it so very easy to just step through!?

In the unique Auromira Dreaming Majestic Collection, 

all that has changed. Working with the latest printing 

technology and a professional and wonderful print 

studio in The Netherlands, some of my best images 

have been transferred to a size which allows the viewer 

to easily step inside and explore these diverse worlds.

I found myself, while looking at these new, large 

sizes of my work, discovering small details that I had 

completely forgotten I had painted!

My work has always been based on two principals: 

Beauty and Calm. These two elements enable the 

viewer to easily accept the invitation to enter my 

images. Some of my paintings may be strange or a 

little frightening, but add a layer of calm at the base, 

beauty in the elements and the invitation to a different 

world is normally irresistible.

Now with the larger sizes, the thing that surprised 

me the most was that the two elements of Beauty 

and Peace are much stronger and more compelling. 

One now seems to be surrounded by the atmosphere 

of the paintings. With a large mermaid painting on 

my wall, it is easy to dive into the water and leave my 

stress behind. And a pretty mermaid doesn’t hurt!

I hope the Auromira Dreaming Majestic Collection  

will give you the sense of wonder and space enough 

to indulge your senses as you walk into these  

other worlds.

The

Auromira Dreaming 
 Majestic Collection
created for your home

When discussing my work over the years, I have often 

referred to my paintings as windows into other worlds where 

time stands still and fantasy is allowed to run free. They are 

doorways to explore the unknowable, and yet it’s possible to 

find something very familiar in those enchanted spaces.
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The Three Graces
72” x 55” Majestic Collection on Canvas
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Summer Garden
72” x 46” Majestic Collection on Canvas



When Women Rule the World 
56” x 72 Majestic Collection on Canvas

Tira Jones Holcomb

W“Whereas good art appeals to the senses, great 

art moves the heart, and exceptional art resonates 

with the soul.  Michael Parkes' paintings are 

eye-thrilling, heart-moving, and resonate on a 

soul-filling level.  His latest and newly released 

Auromira Dreaming Collection puts his creative 

genius on life-sized display.  The limited-edition, 

large-scale paintings of Parkes' masterpieces 

enliven their details and fill a room with grandeur.  

The Auromira Dreaming Collection is truly beauty 

magnified!”
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After the Storm
72” x 53.5” Majestic Collection on Canvas
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Last Lion
72” x 58” Fine Art Edition on Canvas

The Last Lion
72” x 58” Majestic Collection on Canvas



Angel Affair
Original Painting 27”x 20 “  [ Sold ]

Majestic Perfection
DreamWorld Art is pioneering a Majestic Collection, creating truly 

awe-inspiring artwork from small originals, transforming them into magnificent 

perfection of 72 inches without sacrificing details. 

Each piece in the Majestic Collection has every fine line and every delicate 

brushstroke. To the naked eye, our artworks are virtually indistinguishable from 

the originals. Using archival inks in the highest possible resolution and on 

420-gram canvas, it is truly museum-worthy for your home.

DreamWorld Art Exclusive
This Majestic Collection is only available exclusively from DreamWorld 

Art. Bring it home with peace of mind, with each carrying a certificate of 

authenticity and a special QR code, verifying its exclusivity and authenticity.

Angel Affair
72” x 54 ” Majestic Collection on Canvas

The Auromira Dreaming Majestic Collection is 

professionally framed and features a beautiful 

classic Italian wooden gold frame.
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We look forward to sharing our passion for the art of world famous artist 
Michael Parkes with his incredible Auromira Dreaming Majestic Collection.

www.dreamworldart.com |    michaelparkesofficial

Contact: Dianne Borsini-Burr | dianne@dreamworldart.com | +1 650-302-2049


